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Fermilab: Physics, the Frontier, and MegascienceUniversity of Chicago Press, 2008

	
		Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, located in the western suburbs of Chicago, has stood at the frontier of high-energy physics for nearly forty years. Since 1972, when the laboratory’s original particle accelerator began producing the world’s highest-energy protons for research, the government-supported scientific...
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Multidisciplinary Information Retrieval: Second Information Retrieval Facility Conference, IRFC 2011Springer, 2011

	IRFC 2011 received 19 high-quality submissions, of which 10 were accepted for
	presentation at the conference and appear here. Three of these fall into the
	natural language processing for IR area, one into the distributed computing
	area, while the remaining six are IR papers.


	The IRF Conference provides a multi-disciplinary,...
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DNS Security Management (IEEE Press Series on Networks and Service Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	An advanced Domain Name System (DNS) security resource that explores the operation of DNS, its vulnerabilities, basic security approaches, and mitigation strategies  


	DNS Security Management offers an overall role-based security approach and discusses the various threats to the Domain Name Systems (DNS). This...
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Quick CORBA 3John Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book collects descriptions of the Object Management Group’s most powerful new CORBA and modeling specifications into a single volume. These specifications combine to give CORBA the capabilities it needs to support advanced Internet and enterprise computing. It includes almost all of the ten specifications originally labeled CORBA 3 (most...
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Handbook of Industrial and Hazardous Wastes TreatmentCRC Press, 2004


	Environmental managers, engineers, and scientists who have had experience with

	industrial and hazardous waste management problems have noted the need for a

	handbook that is comprehensive in its scope, directly applicable to daily waste

	management problems of specific industries, and widely acceptable by practicing

	environmental...
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Studio Recording ProceduresMcGraw-Hill, 2005
HIT FACTORY RECORDING ENGINEER MIKE SHEA REVEALS THE SECRETS OF INCREDIBLE SOUND
 Only this unique guide teaches all the pros' secret techniques for creating amazing sound in the recording studio. This unique text brings recording studio equipment to life -- and shows you how to use it to create high-quality recordings,...
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Sas 9.1 Sql Query Window: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
Complete with step-by-step examples, this guide will teach you basic query concepts, how to perform basic queries on single and multiple tables, how to use advanced SQL Query window features, and much more.

Step-by-step examples are you guide as you use the windowing interface to the SQL procedure. The SQL Query window supports the PROC...
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Server+ Certification  Exam Cram 2Que, 2005
Server+ Exam Cram 2 is an efficient, effective and concise guide that gives you exactly what you need to know to pass the Server+ exam. Organized according to exam objectives, you will be able to quickly and easily assess your understanding of key exam topics. Some of the topics covered are: 

	General Server Hardware...
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PhoneGap by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Use PhoneGap to apply web development skills and learn variety of cross-platform mobile applications


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the robust features of the mobile hybrid approach to develop, test, and publish mobile applications using the PhoneGap framework
	
		Use your web skills for hybrid...
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WALCOM: Algorithms and Computation: 13th International Conference, WALCOM 2019, Guwahati, India, February 27 – March 2, 2019, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11355))Springer, 2018

	
		This book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th International Conference and Workshop on Algorithms and Computation, WALCOM 2019, held in Guwahati, India, in February/ March 2019.

	
		The 30 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 100 submissions. The papers are organized in topical headings on the...
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AutoCAD2008 and AutoCAD LT 2008: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2007
Presenting you with the perfect step-by-step introduction to the world’s leading CAD software, this this perennial bestseller is completely revised and features comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the latest AutoCAD features, such as dynamic blocks, external references, and 3D design. You’ll get concise explanations and practical...
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Implementing 802.1X Security Solutions for Wired and Wireless NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
When deploying a wireless or wired network, you must ensure that proper security safeguards are put in place. An enterprise, for example, often has valuable resources stored inside databases that are attached to the network. Using passwords to access specific applications is usually not good enough to keep hackers from accessing the resources in an...
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